Today, Micro Focus announced a critical step in executing on its long-term strategy, and underscored its dedication to delivering solutions in the four critical areas of digital transformation.

Since you have demonstrated an interest in one of those four areas – Enterprise DevOps – we have packaged up some related highlights that we believe you’ll find useful, and we commit to providing you similar updates on a regular basis.

Please be looking for future newsletters within this category, and naturally let us know if you ever have questions or wish to receive additional details.

Patricia Davis
Corporate Analyst Relations
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Product & Technology News

Product Updates Now Available
- Delivered numerous features, technology support updates, and Micro Focus product integrations with 16 product releases
- Debuted a performance testing Tech Preview of TruWeb, a new protocol offering focused on the HTTP (transport) level
• Added integration of both on-premises Fortify Software Security Center and cloud-based Fortify on Demand integration to bring security testing into the development cycle
• Improved integration between ALM Octane and Release Control for true enterprise DevOps delivery

For more details or to request a briefing, please contact Kristina Moustakas.

Key Findings from the World Quality Report 2018-2019

Top priority is end-user satisfaction. Read what is top of mind for QA and testing for IT leaders.

World Quality Report Webinar

Watch this webinar on the World Quality Report with Sami Suro of Tieto to hear the latest trends in customer-centered innovation.

Customer News, Wins, and Case Studies

Large UK Financial Institution Deploys Digital and Commercial Banking Apps 95% Faster

Automated testing solutions support introduction of DevOps to improve customer service, team collaboration, and innovation.

Cooper Farms Delivers Modern Development Toolset

Move to Visual COBOL delivers modern development toolset delivering efficiency gains for Cooper Farms.

Articles to Support Your Research

Rube Goldberg’s DevOps legacy: Make your work visible

Unique perspective: Without transparency, DevOps transformations are doomed to fail. Rube Goldberg machines make work visible. Here’s why.

The 4 Ways of Enterprise DevOps
Rethink: See how companies create and deliver new customer value to satisfy demands of the digital economy as the scope of digital transformation is global and across all industries.

DevOps Goes Mainstream in the Enterprise

Read a perspective on how enterprises accelerate their digital transformation projects with new DevOps practices.

Events of Interest for Analysts

Micro Focus Universe to take place in Vienna Austria, March 26-28, 2019

Micro Focus Universe, one of our premier events, co-locates customer forums, enabling you to network with Micro Focus technology leaders and customers. If interested in attending, please contact Patricia Davis.

Request a Briefing

You can read more about Micro Focus’ shift to our four core focus areas in our recent press release and a recent article on the same topic that was issued last week by one of the UK’s top IT trade publications..
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